Centennial Construction Greets Visitors

Building Boom In High Gear

By Jack Berry

The biggest building boom to hit Michigan State since the early post-war years has hit the East Lansing campus with the four million dollar library one of the main accomplishments of the expansion movement.

A five-story, six-story, modernized student structure will be a familiar sight to freshmen students in communication skills winter term when a very paper is required for the course.

It is hoped that the more than 700,000 books, periodicals and documents will be able to be moved to the new library by Jan. 6, 1956, the first day of class in winter quarters.

Banking fifth largest university library in the United States in space the imposing modernistic structure on Circle Drive contains 11,243 (755,000) books, plus 36,000. The reason for the vast difference is that the outside windows alone measure over 25,000 square feet.

Projects already under construction due to start are the library, three new dormitories in the Fresh group; a fireproof, modernizing addition to the campus hospital, the three unit animal husbandries, another pedestrian bridge over the Red Cedar, additional parking lots on Circle Drive and an expansion of Kellogg Center, the student union.

Another major project is the new cafeteria building section on Kalmenow St., where 302 more apartments are being raised to top form.

Although construction is seen nearly everywhere on campus it is hoped the taxpayers will not be so great as it might first seem.

All of the dormitories, the music building and hospital additions and the married housing units are on a self liquidating basis. The expansion of Kellogg Center is being paid for by the Kellogg Foundation.

In the Circle Drive area approximately 100 meters of parking spaces are being paved, according to Harold W. Lautner, campus landscape architect.

The western part of the women's athletic field was raised three feet and is usable, Lautner said.

A service drive will run into the rear of the music building from the southern side of Circle Drive and the drive will be closed except for the president's use.

The sidewalk leading to the main entrance of the new facility will also be closed, according to Lautner.

Another proposed plan was to have a small two-seater water fountain. The Best Botanic Garden will be extended to meet the library on the north side.

On the south side of Wells Hall construction of a pedestrian bridge running towards Macgill Field Stadium will be started in the fall. It is scheduled to be completed in the spring, said Secretary Karl H. McNeel.

The bridge will be on the level going over the river and the low land on the north side of the Red Cedar with the northern end next to Wells Hall.

Another phase of the building program under the land and buildings fund is an extension of Farm Lane for half a mile from Mt. Hope Rd. to Forest Rd. in preparation for the Centennial of Farm Mechanization.

Another project the previous road had been little more than a cinder path. In two weeks of work the road was graded and paved with a 21-foot strip of asphalt.

The student parking lots at Shaw Hall and Harrison Rd., the subject of bitter battle during the winter and spring months are also undergoing changes. The space the new lights and parking lots will be added. The Harrington lot will receive the same treatment and Lautner said the project would probably be finished by the start of school.

The three new Fresh group dormitories, Lloyd, C. Bonne, and Kaplan Halls will be completed by the Fall of 1954, according to Secretary C. O. Newcomb, campus housing director.

Brady Hall is also being expanded to include space for the ROTC, group, with additional dormitories and classroom facilities. Upon completion there will be six separate rows of three large rooms with one each having its own bath.

The three new Fresh group dormitories are Lloyd, C. Bonne, and Kaplan Halls.

The president in charge of the plans is Secretary Karl H. McNeel.

The secretary of the plan is John A. Hennock, the dormitory director.

The building will be an 18-story, six-story, modernized student structure, which will be a familiar sight to freshmen students in communication skills winter term when a very paper is required for the course.

It is hoped that the more than 700,000 books, periodicals and documents will be able to be moved to the new library by Jan. 6, 1956, the first day of class in winter quarters.

Banking fifth largest university library in the United States in space the imposing modernistic structure on Circle Drive contains 11,243 (755,000) books, plus 36,000. The reason for the vast difference is that the outside windows alone measure over 25,000 square feet.

Although construction is seen nearly everywhere on campus it is hoped the taxpayers will not be so great as it might first seem.

All of the dormitories, the music building and hospital additions and the married housing units are on a self liquidating basis. The expansion of Kellogg Center is being paid for by the Kellogg Foundation.

In the Circle Drive area approximately 100 meters of parking spaces are being paved, according to Harold W. Lautner, campus landscape architect.

The western part of the women's athletic field was raised three feet and is usable, Lautner said.

A service drive will run into the rear of the music building from the southern side of Circle Drive and the drive will be closed except for the president's use.

The sidewalk leading to the main entrance of the new facility will also be closed, according to Lautner.

Another proposed plan was to have a small two-seater water fountain. The Best Botanic Garden will be extended to meet the library on the north side.

On the south side of Wells Hall construction of a pedestrian bridge running towards Macgill Field Stadium will be started in the fall. It is scheduled to be completed in the spring, said Secretary Karl H. McNeel.

The bridge will be on the level going over the river and the low land on the north side of the Red Cedar with the northern end next to Wells Hall.

Another phase of the building program under the land and buildings fund is an extension of Farm Lane for half a mile from Mt. Hope Rd. to Forest Rd. in preparation for the Centennial of Farm Mechanization.

Another project the previous road had been little more than a cinder path. In two weeks of work the road was graded and paved with a 21-foot strip of asphalt.

The student parking lots at Shaw Hall and Harrison Rd., the subject of bitter battle during the winter and spring months are also undergoing changes. The space the new lights and parking lots will be added. The Harrington lot will receive the same treatment and Lautner said the project would probably be finished by the start of school.

The three new Fresh group dormitories, Lloyd, C. Bonne, and Kaplan Halls will be completed by the Fall of 1954, according to Secretary C. O. Newcomb, campus housing director.

Brady Hall is also being expanded to include space for the ROTC, group, with additional dormitories and classroom facilities. Upon completion there will be six separate rows of three large rooms with one each having its own bath.

The three new Fresh group dormitories are Lloyd, C. Bonne, and Kaplan Halls.

The president in charge of the plans is Secretary Karl H. McNeel.

The secretary of the plan is John A. Hennock, the dormitory director.
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Serenades and Beaumont Tower
There's Fun, Tradition Back of Spartan Spirit

Michigan State must be just a "yesteryear" in the eyes of many students or visitors. It is true, however, that the campus has very much changed from the dates when it was just a "country school."

You won't need to follow these traditions. In fact, you haven't even heard much about them. You hear things like that:

"Why should I go to a bunch of silly customs that some old Rogers dreamed up during the last century?," you may say.

"There's nothing more to it than the old-time blunderbuss, and I've got a better gun than that," you may retort.

But that's just what MSU traditions are. They have survived throughout the years despite the school's expansion. They have lived on because students in each succeeding generation have continued to perform an integral part of the "Spirit of MSU."

Now that you've turned up and see the mention of "Spirit of MSU" and you think that it's all over, wait until you're asked that question that was used when you were playing high school ball and class reunion.

"What do you know about MSU's beautiful campus?"

You don't keep a beautiful campus by slapping up wrappers on the grounds or by laying flowers on the grass just because it's a couple of seconds.

The campus is dotted with trash containers for your scrap paper and they don't last almost as much campus as a desk is for nothing.

You're going to have a lot of fun following MSU's traditions.

For instance, only girls who are kissed on the cheek in the shade of Beaumont Tower are the victims of true love.

There's a romance about the tower. And it's tradition that the only engaged couples in the state, beneath the shade of Beaumont Tower. That's because it is known as the "Engagement Rock."

There's another one about MSU's last President John A. Hannah. The door to his office is always open to admit students and any problems they might carry with them.

He had a long-time insurance agent and a man who "just happened" to be engaged to him was standing in the shade of Hannah's office. His secretary was busy at the front desk.

Beautiful girls have always been Spartan traditions and various groups throughout the years have given beauty to many chances to be beautiful girls. Whatever the age or the Homcoming Queen Contest has been the girl's beauty.

One of the scenes that those who have high school better outdoors with a flying trip up to the Red Cedar. And the one who is a regular trip to the Cedar, College Hall each year for seniors to change their name on.

As spring nears, there's a bit "streaked with pea greets their chance to ask men in the sprinkler's sight. But they do it, just "Shale and east," the "silk, pick up their "faces" in the woods.

Serenade time includes the top hats for many campus honors. It has the number of senior activities such as Eastern Michigan and Browning.

And on and on. There are many more in the spirit that is "Budding." Tradition is an important part of that spirit.

To Keep You Awake

When that professor gets势ting we've got a solution for you - just go to State. Have you noticed that new State crossword puzzle popular as newspapers? It's a crossword puzzle of State professors from the year before they dropped the puzzle from the year before you have even stuck with that kind. Bring an umbrella or something you can use if you get cold.

Just to get you in practice, a crossword puzzle is included in the front of this section. For all the votes, the answer is included. But don't cheat. It's a hard job.

Carnival Gives Opportunity to See Activities

The Bygone and Beautiful Vigilantes

The Carnivals have long been popular at MSU. It is a big event to call the Carnivals and be a part of that intangible spirit of MSU. Before, it was just a daily thing to punch holes in traditions.

Books are up in the Carnivals and the horses of the Carnivals have been a staple feature. The Carnivals have been a big event to call the Carnivals and be a part of that intangible spirit of MSU. Before, it was just a daily thing to punch holes in traditions.

The Carnivals are the perfect time to call the Carnivals and be a part of that intangible spirit of MSU. Before, it was just a daily thing to punch holes in traditions.
The Michigan State News

Med Tech Group Sets Convocation

The Society will hold the meeting at 7:00 p.m. ingiffer Hall and will show a movie related to the field. All interested persons are invited.

WALLACE OPTICIANS

Traditionally...

Shepard's Hôes

Wonderful feeling

FREEMAN CORDOVANS

The very "hops" in campus foot swag...

... where MSU footwear fashions begin...

Famous-name Campus Styles for discriminating Guys n' Gals!

Tweedies
De Liso Dobs
Penajos
Don Angelo
Kickorinos
Sandler of Boston
Alaskan Boots
B. F. Goodrich Tennis and Waterproof Footwear

"The double shot store...
where your roommate ships."

From Our "For Men Only" Department...

Follow the 1955 Spartans in Macklin Field Stadium

INFORMATION REGARDING TICKETS

Write: Jenison Gymnasium
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan
or
Tel. ED 2-4311 Ext. 611

Back the Big Green
Boy! WE ARE LOADED, BY FAR WITH THE BESTEST AND NOISETEST IN-HI-RECORDS JAZZ TO CLASSICS, UP AND EP.

"A stonethrow from Berkley"

SEARLES' RECORDS
Larson Theater Building

"A Square Deal On A Round Plate"

OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS 7-9

Bobberman's

Your best buy in Zipper Notebooks

Our TOLEX TUFBOY

They're made to give you the convenience and long wear you need. Extra size-14" long, 11" wide and 2" thick...carries an extra load without sagging. Truch, stuff em all, and Traveler covering will keep the room business the appearance through the hambred service. Two pressed inside pockets, plus zipper compartment.

Extra LARGE
Extra TOUCH

$5.00

OTHERS $1.00 to $10.00

We'll engrave your name in gold FREE!

Liebermann's

119 South Washington Avenue
Leavening's Zipper and SHO Buckle

COLLEGE TRAVEL OFFICE — WELCOME — TO ALL FRESHMAN STUDENTS

YOUR LOCAL OFFICE FOR ALL AIRLINE AND STEAMSHIP COMPANIES HAS A PROFESSIONAL STAFF READY TO SERVE YOUR TRAVEL INFORMATION, RESERVATION, AND TICKETING NEEDS.

JOIN THE STUDENT TRAVEL PROGRAM WHICH WILL FEATURE GROUP TRIPS TO BERMUDA OR FLORIDA DURING SPRING VACATION, AND TO ALL OF EUROPE DURING SUMMER HOLIDAYS. A SPECIAL FEATURE WILL BE THE SUMMER TERM FOR COEDS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII IN 1956.

130 WEST GRAND RIVER ED 7-9747

FIRST NATIONAL WELCOMES YOU TO MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY!

When you come to East Lansing plus now to take advantage of our special student banking service.

CENETRALLY LOCATED...a modern banking service 133 E. Grand River Ave. Across from Berkley Hall.

For your added convenience
- Open 9 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. each weekday
-SAVINGS
- "Let Us Serve You"

First National's new drive-in bank in located in the business district to give all East Lansing complete, modern banking. Inside First National's new drive-in bank is a staff to prepared to handle all your banking, including installment loans and safety deposit boxes.

"Stop-in Get Acquainted with a Friendly Bank"

FIRST NATIONAL BANK EAST LANSING

East Grand River Ave. at Division St.

Hidden Features

5 MILES...ONLY 5 MILES FROM EAST LANSING NO NEED TO TRAVEL TO THE CITY TO SHOP...

SEARS

ROCH

ANNOUNCING A NEW WAY TO SHOP...

Just Say "Charge It!"

SEARS REVOLVING CHARGE

HERE'S ALL YOU DO...

YOUR CREDIT SALES FREE

STOP IN TODAY AND SEE OUR CREDIT SALES OFFICE

405 W. Kalamazoo

ROTH'S JEWELRY AND CO.

Tough Customer

Symbolic of Michigan State University's homecoming night, sporty stands at the entrance to end nations top athletic programs.

ROTC

(Continued from page 2)

The Army and Air Force Reserve have been in the basic course for our smooth and efficient participation of the class in the Reserve Officer Education Program (ROTC). The Reserve Officers Commissioning Act of 1950 provides an immediate opportunity to serve in any branch of the armed forces.

The Army ROTC includes Army Reserve Officers, a Reserve Officers of Reserve Officers. The ROTC has been committed to the national defense.

Uniforms are required of all persons in the program. Uniforms are available at the ROTC store.

The Interfraternity Council has been given

TWO-TOUCH TURBO ZIPPER

WITH SEARS CO.
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FOR YOUR NEXT PURCHASE
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Many Save Money at Registration

Frank Scholarship House News

Michigan State University's many scholarships come in especially handy at registration time—so you can sign you a lot of money.

President W. C. H. McNaughton, who has announced that many scholarships will now serve for the 1948-1949 academic year, said that many students will be able to register for the current term, knowing that they will have financial aid to help them through the rest of the year.

The scholarships, which are available for all Michigan State University students, are intended to help students who are unable to pay the full cost of tuition and fees.

The scholarships can be used for a wide range of expenses, including tuition, fees, books, supplies, and living expenses.

Students interested in applying for a scholarship may contact the Michigan State University Scholarship Office for more information.

Name Change Brings Song Corrections

Spring Carnival Held in Jenison

Complete with barker and sideshow, Spartacade takes over Jenison Field House for a one-night stand early in spring term.

The event is open to all students and takes place on campus.

Rainbow Club Plans Meeting

A newly organized group, known as the Rainbow Club, plans to meet on campus.

The meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, April 11, at 6 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.

The group is open to all students interested in issues of diversity.

Lots of Plants To Be Found In Beal Garden

If you like plant life, you'll be interested in the Beal Botanical Garden. The garden is open to the public from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, except for holidays.

When you write a letter...

BE SURE IT'S ON ONE OF OUR 14 DESIGNS OF M.S.U. STATIONERY.

WE HAVE A WRITING PAPER FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

You and M.S.U.

BLOTTER PADS, SCRAPBOOKS, ANIMALS, PENNANTS, ZELAN JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS...

All with the New M.S.U. Design

— AT THE —

WELCOME TO MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

GIFTS

...sure to succeed with students!

CAMPUS BOOK STORE

ON EAST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
ACROSS FROM UNION BLDG.

12.50
Money, Money, Money...

Spartan Spirit Needs Workers

Spartan Spirit Committee is looking for student help in keeping our campus ... and other fun and exciting activities. You can be a part of this exciting planning process by volunteering your time and energy. If you are interested in helping, please contact the Spartan Spirit Committee, located in the Student Union.

Try a Small Loan

When Fat Billfolds Dwindle...

Both your bank and the Student Union have loans available for students. The interest rate is lower than the interest rate charged by the Student Union. Also, the Student Union has a number of scholarships available for students who meet certain criteria. For more information, please contact the Student Financial Aid Office.

Greetings Freshmen

During your stay at State we invite you to use these recreational facilities:

- BILLIARDS
  Daily 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
  Sunday 2 p.m. - 10 p.m.

- UNION BOWLING ALLEYS

Spartan Barbershop

Welcome to East Lansing and Michigan State

Treat Yourself To The
Best In Dining

COLLEGE INN
“Home of the Collegiate Chick”

206 Abbott
East Lansing
HELP PAY YOUR WAY

Placement Bureau Lists
Student Part-Time Jobs

Temporary jobs to take up before or after classes, during
summer vacation, or during winter break are available.

The Placement Bureau, located in the Print Hall Annex, is a free service for all qualified MSU students and others who wish to work while attending school.

For information, contact
Mr. John Morgan, Placement Director
Room 112, Print Hall
Telephone: 10-3931

WELCOME TO STATE!!

YOUR
ALL UNIVERSITY
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
PRESENTS
YOUR
DANCE

"Centennial Swing"
SATURDAY, SEPT. 24
AUDITORIUM
9-12 P.M.
STAG OR DRAG
NO CHARGE!!

IT'S THE BOOGIE!!

FRESHMEN Introduce You to
KEWPEES a
CAMPUS FAVORITE

"Where Friends Congregate"

Hamburgers
Pancakes
Home-made Pastries
ACROSS FROM THE CAMPUS
EAST LANSING

M.A.C. M.S.C. M.S.U.

For thirty-six years we have done
good printing quickly and reasonably.

Let us print your...

Lettersheads
Envelopes
Tickets
Cards
Invitations
Programs
Handbills
Posters
Reports
Newsletters
Magazines
Booklets
Newspapers

The Campus Press, Inc.
220 M.A.C. Avenue
East Lansing, Michigan
Phone 2-2811

SIMON & SCHUSTER
BOOKS
PUBLISHERS

THE FAVORITE
Drug Store With Michigan State
Students and Faculty FOR
OVER 50 YEARS

Make Us YOUR Favorite
Meeting Place Too.

COMPLETE PRESCRIPTION, DRUGS,
COSMETIC AND FOOD AND FOUNTAIN
SERVICES
**FEDERAL'S**

**SHIP 'N SHORE BLOUSES**
Classic shirts in cotton/cotton blend. Wear with black simplicity, or dress up with bright jewelry, scarfs. Long or short sleeves. French cuffs, convenient buttons. White, pink, blue, navy, others. 30-40.

To "go steady" with your sweaters, blouses,

**CASUAL SKIRTS FOR CLASS**
All wool flannel skirt in gray, brown, navy; 3 styles in wool flannel tweeds. Wine, teal, copper, purple. Sizes 22 to 30. Shop at Federal's.

**CONVOY COAT**
9.98

The modest coat that looks like everything! In heavyweight, pure Northern poplin, lined with solid color plaid cotton flannel. Detachable, navy-blue shawl. Navy-red, red plaid, blue plaid or white plaid. You save more in federal's.

Shop Federal's for these and other brands:

- **Van Heusen shirt**
- Classic underwear
- **Copenhagen's**
- **Leib's**
- **Ship 'N Shore**
- **History**
- **Ralph Marteria**
- **Lady Boston wools**

**GENUINE ENGLISH BIKES**

- **BATES' SPREADS, DRAPES**
- 8.95

Brighten college rooms with famous

**FAMOUS REMINGTON PORTABLE TYPEWRITER**

100.00

Finger-speed keys, portable simplicity! Compare with new Royal Quiet-Size-Remington model. Available in black or white for gift. Sizes: 11x17, 11x14. 119.72

**FAMOUS REBUILDS**

Smith-Corona........ 59.99

L.C. Smith........... 59.99

**WHEELS**

- 100.00

Each speed key, patented simplicity! Compare with new Royal Quiet-Size-Remington model. Available in black or white for gift. Sizes: 11x17, 11x14. 119.72

**FAMOUS REBUILDS**

Smith-Corona...... 59.99

L.C. Smith......... 59.99

- 100.00

Each speed key, patented simplicity! Compare with new Royal Quiet-Size-Remington model. Available in black or white for gift. Sizes: 11x17, 11x14. 119.72

**SADDLE OXFORDS**

- 98

Men's smart cushion crepe

**VARSITY "JAGUAR"**

- 21.50

Zest printed cotton twill; 6 pockets in front. Knee length style with reverse welt, back, slit dressy look. Made in Boston. 9.95

**GENUINE ENGLISH BIKES**

- 39.88

Whims from classic to class in style and cost: Imported English bikes in steel and chrome, bargain-Starmaster, Schiess, and others; 3 styles, 4 speeds, 45 five-cent air pumps, reserved their guard. Navy.

**SHIP 'N SHORE BLOUSES**

- 2.98

For students of style:

**FLANNEL SLACKS**

- 10.95

Five quality, 100% wool flannel slacks in twill or plaid patterns. Pearl gray, Cambridge gray, navy, blue, black, "washed" look. Sizes 28-40. See them now!

**CONVOY COAT**

- 9.98

The modest coat that looks like everything! In heavyweight, pure Northern poplin, lined with solid color plaid cotton flannel. Detachable, navy-blue shawl. Navy-red, red plaid, blue plaid or white plaid. You save more in federal's.

**MEN'S CARDUROY SHORT COAT**

- 16.98

Compton thickest carduoy coat in chestnut, brand, 2 pockets Flannel lining. Sizes 38-44.

**FAMOUS REMINGTON PORTABLE TYPEWRITER**

- 100.00

Finger-speed keys, patented simplicity! Compare with new Royal Quiet-Size-Remington model. Available in black or white for gift. Sizes: 11x17, 11x14. 119.72

**FAMOUS REBUILDS**

Smith-Corona...... 59.99

L.C. Smith......... 59.99

- 100.00

Each speed key, patented simplicity! Compare with new Royal Quiet-Size-Remington model. Available in black or white for gift. Sizes: 11x17, 11x14. 119.72

**BROADCLOTH SLACKS**

- 2.55

Von Heusen brand, twill slacks in sateen, grey, navy.

**SADDLE OXFORDS**

- 7.98


**FLANNEL SLACKS**

- 10.95

Five quality, 100% wool flannel slacks in twill or plaid patterns. Pearl gray, Cambridge gray, navy, blue, black, "washed" look. Sizes 28-40. See them now!

**SHIP 'N SHORE BLOUSES**

- 2.98

For students of style:

**FLANNEL SLACKS**

- 10.95

Five quality, 100% wool flannel slacks in twill or plaid patterns. Pearl gray, Cambridge gray, navy, blue, black, "washed" look. Sizes 28-40. See them now!

**CASUAL SKIRTS FOR CLASS**

All wool flannel skirt in gray, brown, navy; 3 styles in wool flannel tweeds. Wine, teal, copper, purple. Sizes 22 to 30. Shop at Federal's.
Fashions

Women's Athletic Groups Center Around Honoraries

Three of the women's sports at MSU offer athletic honors. They are Green Splashes for swimming, Orchestra for instrumental and Delta Delta Delta for fencing.

Coeds who have had one term of fencing are eligible to join this group. The Maryland State University women's swimming team is also one of the most popular. The University of Missouri, Ames, and Illinois are among the top teams.

The group consists of a divisionļ all-campus fencing event. The uninhibited action of the group is a wonderful exhibition of skill and grace.

A member of the University of Missouri, Ames, and Illinois are among the top teams.

Boys who have been in the group for one term are eligible to join.

The most popular team at MSU is the Delta Delta Delta, which is comprised of the three top teams in the nation.

The group consists of a divisionļ all-campus fencing event. The uninhibited action of the group is a wonderful exhibition of skill and grace.

Coeds who have had one term of fencing are eligible to join this group. The Maryland State University women's swimming team is also one of the most popular. The University of Missouri, Ames, and Illinois are among the top teams.

The group consists of a divisionļ all-campus fencing event. The uninhibited action of the group is a wonderful exhibition of skill and grace.

A member of the University of Missouri, Ames, and Illinois are among the top teams.

Boys who have been in the group for one term are eligible to join.

The most popular team at MSU is the Delta Delta Delta, which is comprised of the three top teams in the nation.

The group consists of a divisionļ all-campus fencing event. The uninhibited action of the group is a wonderful exhibition of skill and grace.

Coeds who have had one term of fencing are eligible to join this group. The Maryland State University women's swimming team is also one of the most popular. The University of Missouri, Ames, and Illinois are among the top teams.

The group consists of a divisionļ all-campus fencing event. The uninhibited action of the group is a wonderful exhibition of skill and grace.

A member of the University of Missouri, Ames, and Illinois are among the top teams.

Boys who have been in the group for one term are eligible to join.

The most popular team at MSU is the Delta Delta Delta, which is comprised of the three top teams in the nation.

The group consists of a divisionļ all-campus fencing event. The uninhibited action of the group is a wonderful exhibition of skill and grace.

Coeds who have had one term of fencing are eligible to join this group. The Maryland State University women's swimming team is also one of the most popular. The University of Missouri, Ames, and Illinois are among the top teams.
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**THE MICHIGAN STATE NEWS**

**Tuesday, September 7, 1982**

**MSU Paces Nation In Educational Television**

Like to get an education without leaving your home? MSU is working to make that possible by providing educational television offerings. Signups were conducted by mail, over the phone, and at student and faculty meetings. The station is available through most cable systems and educational television networks. Students are excited about the benefits of educational television offerings.

---

**New Orientation Set For Dorm Women Association**

Freshmen dorm residents will receive another helping hand this fall. Student leaders in control of the dorms will meet with each incoming resident during orientation to acquaint them with their dorm. The student leader will be a dorm resident who has been a dorm leader during the past academic year. She will be able to give incoming dorm residents the information they need to get started.

---

**Coeds’ Dorms Keyed to Comfort**

Students who enter dormitories during the fall term will find a new look. Dorms will be equipped with all kinds of conveniences for the students. Each dorm will have a kitchen, a bathroom, a living room, and a study area. Students will be able to cook their own meals, study in a quiet environment, and relax in a comfortable setting.

---

**Coed Sports**

Continued from Page 11

The women’s basketball team is off to a strong start this season. The team has won three of its first four games, including a 70-50 victory over the University of Michigan. The team is led by sophomore guard Lisa Johnson, who scored 20 points in the game.

---

**You Can’t Break Dorm Contracts**

**Signing Away a School Year**

When you sign your name on the contract for your dorm, you agree to live in the dorm for the entire academic year. The contract is enforceable, even if you leave the dorm during the year. However, if you leave the dorm without permission, you may be subject to disciplinary action.

---

**Packaging Graduates Get Their Bundle**

For starting salaries and other factors, packaging professionals will make the most of their education. The packaging industry offers opportunities for graduates in areas such as design, engineering, and marketing.

---

**ADAMS Potato Chips**

Lansing, Michigan

---

**FRESHERMEN YOU CAN COUNT ON**

To give your clothes that fresh clean look try our personalized service soon!

---

**COLLEGE REAXLL ORUG STORE**

The Favorite Drug Store With Michigan State Students and Faculty FOR OVER 50 YEARS

Make Us YOUR Favorite Meeting Place Too.

COMPLETE PRESCRIPTION, DRUGS, COSMETIC AND FOOD AND FOUNTAIN SERVICES

---

**Where you'll find just every famous fashion label you've learned to love!**

---

**While at M.S.U.**

The Name in Women’s Fashion

To remember is . . .

---

**TWO OF LANSING'S FINEST WOMEN'S STORES . . .**

- Frandor Shopping Center
  (1 mile from campus)
- 228 S. Washington Avenue
  (downstairs)

---

**MSU’s secretariat in the business department includes a student:**

-- John Smith, a senior in business administration, was one of the students who worked in the secretariat last year. He enjoyed the experience and learned a lot from it.

---

**First Big Dance**

The first big college dance of the year will be held in the Horace H. Rackeman Center. The dance will be open to all students and will feature music by a live band and a DJ.

---

**Where you'll find just every famous fashion label you've learned to love!**

---

**THE MISSION AT MURDO OXEN**

**228 S. Washington Avenue**

**downtown**
WELCOME to MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY and to the AMERICAN STATE BANK

The staff of the American State Bank wish you the very best in the years ahead at Michigan State University.

As in the past, it is our aim to give students the best service available. Stop in at any one of our eight convenient locations and bank in the pleasant atmosphere created by our friendly personnel. Like the students before you, you too will want to make the American State Bank your "banking headquarters."

You see for...
- Checking Accounts
- Chrome Clubs
- Bank Money Orders
- Savings Accounts
- Travelers Checks
- Safety Deposit Boxes

Both New and Used
A$K FOR USED BOOKS AND SAVE $1.00 out of $4.00

- At the CAMPUS BOOK STORE
ON EAST GRAND RIVER AVENUE ACROSS FROM UNION BLDG.
Dorm Councils Active In Campus Affairs

Coordinating dormitory activities on the Spartan campus is the number one job of two groups, the Men's and Women's Inter-Dorm Councils.

Each dorm elects one representative at the end of winter term, and these members half a year, which will be until the next spring's representative.

During Orientation Week the men's council will hold a Leadership Workshop and council each dormitory talks to solve the problems of their dorms. The women's council also holds the girls a chance to get new ideas which will be useful to them.

A new event will be opened this fall, the Dormitory Dance. The council has chosen a week to come in to eliminate problems and new ideas with the Women's Council. They, during the council's meeting, is for the same purpose.

The Board of Directors is the main event held by the men's council. The girls and dorms plan a party and the end of real winter weather, where some of their friends, are paid the by dorm mates.

Dormitories Active in Campus Affairs

The Men's Lounge in the Union is a restful place for those between class breaks, and it saves a long trip back to the dorm.

A dorm lounge provides facilities for recreating purposes for the various lounges.

The Student Congress and Associated Women's Ad¬

visory where most council activities hold their group meetings in various conference rooms.

School supplies can be pur¬

chased in the upper floor of the Union Book Store, which offers a large selection of books, stationery and supplies.

There is a service ar¬

arrangement which coordinates all the activities in the Inter¬

stitution of the student body, but its offices rest in the lower floor. The board members and council officers are as¬

sociated to the group which runs the store, which is located in the lower floor.

The board's social activities, such as annual socials and the annual dinner before Christmas and

CLOTHES
For FAIR and FRIENDLY SERVICE
- Remember -

COLLEGE CLEANERS
301 ABBOTT ROAD

KICK-OFF FOR FALL

Every month Mademoiselle will come to life in our Windows — in our Stores. Page after page of fashions you'll be wearing for the big game itself . . . for class . . . for evening.

Your dormitory will receive an advance copy of Mademoiselle with the compliments of —

Mademoiselle College

The Style Shop

Lansing

East Lansing

note the pages of
August Mademoiselle that
we have indicated, and you'll
see just a part of the exciting
fashion story at the Style Shop.
Sorority Rushing Pattern Explained for Newcomers

Rushing is a process in which college rushers are introduced to the fraternities and sororities on campus by means of scheduled visits at the offices of the various groups. Virginia C. Snyder, director of counseling at Michigan State University, explained the process for newcomers.

The Joins process is Conducted in Two Phases, which coincide with the fall semester and the spring semester. Both phases are open to all interested undergraduates, and both provide an opportunity for rushers to interact with members of the various fraternities and sororities. The fall phase is conducted in October, while the spring phase is conducted in February.

Rushers will be introduced to the fraternities and sororities on campus, and will have the opportunity to meet with members of the various groups. Rushers will also have the opportunity to learn about the various groups and their activities, and to ask questions about the groups and their activities.

Rushers will also have the opportunity to participate in the various activities of the fraternities and sororities, and to learn about the various groups and their activities. Rushers will also have the opportunity to learn about the various groups and their activities, and to ask questions about the groups and their activities.

The fall phase of the process is conducted in October, while the spring phase is conducted in February. Both phases are open to all interested undergraduates, and both provide an opportunity for rushers to interact with members of the various fraternities and sororities. The fall phase is conducted in October, while the spring phase is conducted in February.

The Joins process is Conducted in Two Phases, which coincide with the fall semester and the spring semester. Both phases are open to all interested undergraduates, and both provide an opportunity for rushers to interact with members of the various fraternities and sororities. The fall phase is conducted in October, while the spring phase is conducted in February.

Rushers will be introduced to the fraternities and sororities on campus, and will have the opportunity to meet with members of the various groups. Rushers will also have the opportunity to learn about the various groups and their activities, and to ask questions about the groups and their activities.

Rushers will also have the opportunity to participate in the various activities of the fraternities and sororities, and to learn about the various groups and their activities. Rushers will also have the opportunity to learn about the various groups and their activities, and to ask questions about the groups and their activities.
Even cooking is a cooperative venture in the six women's co-ops.

Fraternities

(Continued from Page 3)

After becoming an active member, each co-ed is expected to work some 3 to 5 hours a week to help maintain the house. Normally, members do not have to work on the nearest day to their birthday, but the work must be completed within the week before the birthday.

Women living in the houses are involved in a number of events. Sometimes members hold a bi-monthly membership meeting for the entire group. These meetings usually involve an evaluation of the work of the house, and plans for the future. Other events include parties or dances, which are usually organized by the residents. Members are also involved in other activities on campus, such as attending sporting events or participating in volunteer work.

From ABC to B.A.... we've all thanked the stylish college post-graduate.

Boo Fashions: The Classic Jacket & Bermuda Shorts

Soft worsted flannel jacket, man-tailored and trim, in charcoal, white, gray, or red. 14.50. Wool flannel Bermuda short set; includes wool-lycra knit-blend socks. Black Watch shorts and white cotton shirt. All for 14.50. Sizes are 32 to 40.
SPARTAN GRID HOPES PINNED ON SOPHOMORES

29 IM Sports For You
From Touch to Turkey Trot

If you didn't win a letter in high school don't worry. You have a chance to be at Michigan State athletics. Michigan State is second only to Notre Dame in the country in the number of players on the football team. So if you have a chance to play and be a part of something you've always wanted, make sure you take advantage of it. If you don't, you'll regret it when you think back on it. "If you don't want to play, you can still go to the games and support the team." With this in mind, we'll take a closer look at this year's Sophomore Class. Many of these students are looking forward to making their mark on the team and making a difference. They're excited to be a part of something bigger than themselves.

Sportswriters Credited With "Spartan" Tag

This is typical of the action that will be seen this fall. A Spartan back picks up yardage against Wisconsin in Macklin Field Stadium at the start of the season.

Michigan State News Section 3....Sports
Freshman Edition
Tuesday, Sept. 6, 1955

Director of Athletics
From Biggie Munn

Welcome to Michigan State. You are the first freshman class to enter Michigan State University and I know that you will support our athletic teams with tremendous spirit. In the past we have had wonderful pep rallies. The block has performed very well and the band has given tremendous support. The spirit has grown along with the campus and we think we have the finest in the country. I am sure that our team players feel better, if they that you are all behind them all the way.

Spartans Find It a Spacious 'Home'

Top Athletic Plant Houses Michigan State Teams

Home of some of the finest athletes in the country, Michigan State is also the site of some of the finest athletic facilities. The complex is a major attraction for many athletes, offering them the opportunity to train and compete in world-class facilities.
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Gridders Open with Hoosiers

Indiana Rated 'Darkhorse'

The Indiana Hoosiers, long a doormat of the Big 10, are tipped to be a tough opponent this year, according to many experts. The Hoosiers, who have struggled in recent years, are now led by an experienced coaching staff and a talented roster. Many predict a tough battle for the Michigan State defense, but the Spartans are confident in their ability to come out on top.

Invert Pyramid

The Michigan State Invert Pyramid is a popular and exciting event during the football season. It is a unique and skillful display of teamwork and athleticism, performed by players on the field. This routine is performed to energize the crowd and create a sense of excitement and anticipation for the upcoming game. The Invert Pyramid consists of a base of four players, with two more layers of players above them. The top player, known as the "leader," performs a flip and lands in the middle of the pyramid, with the remaining players supporting him at the base. The routine requires precision, coordination, and trust among the players to ensure a successful outcome. The Invert Pyramid is a testament to the spirit of teamwork and the athleticism of the Michigan State football team.
Strong Thinclad Team Eyes Conference Crown

The game tomorrow will be the true tournament game of the year, in which Michigan State faces Notre Dame. The game will be one of the most important in the history of the conference, and the winner will be the team that emerges as the champion.

Notre Dame and Michigan State have met twice in the past, with both teams winning once. The last time the two teams played, Notre Dame won by a score of 21-14. This year, however, Michigan State is determined to turn the tables and emerge as the conference champion.

Michigan State has been preparing for this game since the beginning of the season, and the team is itching to get back on the field and prove that they are the true champions of the conference. With a win tomorrow, Michigan State could solidify their place at the top of the division and make a statement to the rest of the conference that they are not to be taken lightly.

Michigan State's defense has been a major factor in their success this season, and they will need to step up to the challenge of stopping Notre Dame's high-powered offense. If they can hold their own, Michigan State will have a good chance of coming out on top.

Overall, this game is sure to be a test of the true champions of the conference, and both teams will be giving everything they have to emerge victorious. With the pressure on both sides, it will be interesting to see how the game unfolds and which team will come out on top.

Outlook for Ice Team Said 'Fair'

Despite a downhill ski-maranget that has put the Spartan hockey team in a tight spot, Coach Victor Proctor is still confident in his team's ability to make a mark in the conference.

"Our players are hungry and ready to step up to the challenge," said Proctor. "They are prepared to give their all on the ice and I have no doubt that they will be able to compete with the best in the conference."

Proctor's optimism is based on the team's strong work ethic and dedication to the sport. He has been working with his players to improve their skills and strategy, and he is confident that their hard work will pay off on the ice.

While the team has had its share of challenges this season, Proctor believes that the players are ready to rise to the occasion and make a statement on the ice. With the conference title on the line, the team is ready to give it their all and emerge victorious.
Gymnasts' Depth, Experience May Offset Loss of Carl Rintz

Although 13 of the Spartan's Basketball Senior March personnel had been with him, Coach George Brintz has a veteran team in the beginning of the season. All were expected to be back and had helped place the Spartans fourth in the petite division of the NCAA meet. Brintz will again be backed by a strong supporting cast of younger athletes.

Carl Brintz, one of the best in the nation, is expected to remain in the center position. Pat Wilson, Larry Jones and Calkinstone were key players. Ray Child, Dave Fournier, and Dick Phillips are all senior athletes. They were backed by a good depth at the forward positions.

Another event has been added to the dual meet program. The event in a part of the Olympic program and number of participants. Every man, strong, long, will be chosen at the discretion of the coach. According to Brintz, the competition is to be for the team.

Opening a new season, excitement is building around and for the new competition.
**State Styles for State Men**
Your National Brand Headquarters

**Line Complete with the IVY LOOK**

**SPORT COATS** $32.50
**SLACKS** $14.95
**FLANNELS** $3.95
**SHIRTS** $3.95

---

**Welcome Class of ’59**

**From The**

**John Hicks Hardware**

General Hardware, Paints and Sporting Goods

Just Across Grand River
from the Union

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need a Drawing Board?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Need a Set of Drafting Tools?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need a Set of Paints?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

★ AUTHORIZED SUPPLIES


L.A.U.P. to mention a few...

at

**CAMPUS BOOK STORE**
on East Grand River
across from Union

---

**FOX HOLE P.X.**
East Lansing’s largest student shopping center

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BARGAIN BASEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Army Style** TRUNKS
For Students $8.85

**SAILOH HATS** White $1.10

**CIGARETTES**
$1.94 carton 2 packs 39c

**LEVI’S LEVI’S**

**SUN TAN PANTS**
$2.80 up

**BIG TEN STYLE**
Back strap Pegged-Legs $1.80

**PLASTIC RAINCOATS** $1.80

**ENTRANCE BY STATE THEATER**

---

**KENNEDY**
... cross country hopes on Canadian’s day

5 Sophomores Add Strength
to Cross Country Title Hunt

(Continued from Page 1)

---

**褪失水**

**JOHN HICKS HARDWARE**

General Hardware, Paints and Sporting Goods

Just Across Grand River
from the Union

---

**Here’s YOUR chance to get in the know, meet the right gang, have loads of fun, and at the same time earn a free yearbook.**

The 1956 Wolverine Alumni cordially invites all persons, talented or otherwise, who are interested in becoming a staff member to meet for a “get-acquainted” coffee hour in Old College Hall, in the grill of the Union Building. It will be held Thursday, September 29, from 4 to 5:30.

---

**MENZEL HOGAN**

... let us know...
LETTERMEN STRENGTHEN SPARTAN FENCING TEAM

Junior fencing sensation Charles Schulten was chosen to replace the absent Paul Smith in the 15th annual Michigan State Invitational which was held at the University of Michigan on Saturday, March 3rd.

The fencing team, which has been the only Michigan State team to win a championship at the NCAA tournament, will now have the opportunity to defend its title at the National Invitational which will be held at Annapolis in May.
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5 Regulars Are Lost to Kobsmen

Coach John Kobs (rhyming this "kob") has been weakened heavily through the loss of George Smith, Dick Powell, Dick Lichten and Chuck Mathews, who were the major rebuilding job. When spring training time arrived, Michigan had a 2-2 record.

In the Big Ten Conference, Michigan was 6-1-2, a record considered by most coaches as "upsetting.

Spartan's Ray Coble's throw of the pole after leading his bat in State's 8-1 victory over Northwestern.

British Sports On Campus

"Better and better" is the key word as the teams prepare for another competitive season.

The Kobs' Crew was once again a major rebuilding job, but with the return of Stan Burrell, the team was expected to do well.

Welcome Freshmen

See Us For Your Used Car Needs

We are sold and used cars are in demand at Michigan State University.

MALCOLM MILLS INC.

Your Chrysler-Plymouth Dealer

NEW CAR SALES

1400 E. Michigan Ave.

USED CAR SALES

1400 W. Michigan Ave.

Phone 73-3641

GIBSON'S

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

128 W. GRAND RIVER

Between Reid's Flowers and the College Travel Office

A NEW BOOKSTORE SERVING M.S.U.

WITH TONS! AND TONS! OF USED BOOKS

BE SURE TO TRY US

WE HAVE ALL POSSIBLE USED BOOKS AND A COMPLETE STOCK OF NEW BOOKS
Registration Test
Faces Newcomers
Preview Offered Early
In Welcome Week Show

The dean of the Basic College Thomas Hamilton explains the features of the Basic College building holding four posters.

In Basic College
You Will Learn
The Basic Facts

You may step through MSU without taking many courses, but you’ll never get to those courses.

A total of 45 credit hours of Basic College courses are required of all Spartans who are working for a degree—whether they be a regular four-year or two-year terminal curriculum.

For Basic College courses are composed of the four-year General Education curriculum, which prepares every student for life in the university.
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Communications skills in English,
State News — A Morning Habit

Just like breaking your teeth in wrestling, your teeth in the State News will soon become one of the many habits you'll have to break.

Published five mornings a week, the Student News is one of the many habits that have become ingrained into the minds of students. But while the Student News provides entertainment and information, it can also be a habit to break.

In order to make the Student News more relevant to the students, a new format has been introduced. The change includes a faster pace of publication, a more thorough coverage of events, and a greater focus on student-related topics. The new format is expected to make the Student News more engaging and informative for students.

This morning's issue features an article on the latest developments in the Student News. The article highlights some of the recent changes and improvements made to the Student News, as well as its role in providing students with important information.

The Student News is available online and in print. Be sure to check it out and make it a part of your daily routine.

Yearbook To Use Features

New Style Set For Wolverine

Michigan State in feature article.

That's the job of the 1966 Wolverine. Pictures as well as copy in a magazine feature style will show off the Wolverines' new format according to Edward Parfron, Ann Arbor senior, editor.

Real events, football, academic, student and literary news will be merged to produce a whole news package. In its weekly school, the Wolverines' new format has been tested and proven in student use.

The book will be made by some of the teachers this year. It will be the 50th year publication of Wolverine, the student newspaper. About 1000 copies can be printed to illustrate the new format. It has been possible to print a smaller book, Parfron said.

A Wolverine student editor will be used with the art work and the articles. The front page will also be used to display the new format.

The Wolverine is also a part of the Student Services program that has grown on the campus. The Student Services program includes the Wolverine, the Conscience, the Ann Arbor Chronicle, and the Ann Arbor Arsenale.
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SPARTAN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Local Chapter of the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship

OPEN HOUSE: Sept. 16, 3:30 p.m., Bethel Manor
FRESHMAN RECEPTION: Sept. 22, 8:00 p.m.
Union Ballroom
OPEN HOUSE: Sept. 23, 8:12 p.m., Bethel Manor
PRINCIPAL: Sept 24
ACTIVITIES: Bible Study, Prayer, Socials, Weekly Inspirational Hour

Student Center: BETHEL MANOR
203 E. Grand River
PHONE ED 2-1437

"To Know Christ and To Make Him Known"

WELCOME CLASS OF '59

for

Study Lamps
Text Books
Writing Materials
Engineering and Science Equipment
Sportswear
Fountain Pens
Art Materials
Stationery
Pennants & Blankets

VISIT THE BEAUTIFUL UNION BOOK STORE
IN THE UNION BUILDING
A Department of Michigan State University
Established to Serve You
Area Churches Offer Services For Students of All Faiths

Numerous churches in the Lansing-East Licking area will hold a warm welcome for students from 8 to 11 a.m., September 22nd, in observance of the national day of prayer for students. The Lansing-East Licking area includes many different denominations, offering a variety of religious services to accommodate students of all faiths. The purpose of this event is to foster a sense of community and support among students and the local religious community.

The area churches participating in this event will include East Lansing Presbyterian Church, East Lansing United Methodist Church, and East Lansing First Presbyterian Church. Each church will provide a welcoming environment and a variety of services designed to meet the needs of students. This event is open to all students and is a wonderful opportunity to explore different faiths and connect with the local religious community.

For more information, please contact your church of choice or visit their respective websites. This event is a great way to start the academic year with a sense of spiritual and community support.
Y Camp Opens Year

Summer camp experiences can prove invaluable to students planning to enter college. At Y Camps, participants make new friends, develop new skills and capabilities, and learn in a setting that is both fun and educational.

Important Landscaping

In 1970, the Student Senate was interested in promoting a more pleasing atmosphere on campus, and it is not a secret that the Student Senate was interested in promoting a more pleasing atmosphere on campus. One of the ways they were interested in doing this was by landscaping the campus. The Student Senate was interested in this because they felt that it was important to have a pleasant environment for students to study and learn in.

St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Student Chapel

A Cordial Welcome Awaits You At
East Lansing Trinity Church
311 W.A.A. Avenue, East Lansing
A Bible Teaching Ministry in the Center of East Lansing
E. Eugene Williams, Pastor

WORSHIP SERVICES:
11:00 A.M. - BIBLE EXPOSITION
10:00 P.M. - BIBLE EXPOSITION
7:00 P.M. - PRAYER AND BIBLE STUDY ON WEDNESDAY EVENING

TO THE FRESHMAN CLASS MAKE SOUTH BAPTIST CHURCH
YOUR CHURCH HOME
SOUTH WASHINGTON AT MOORE'S RIVER DRIVE
LANSING

You will enjoy the fresh approach to God's word and warm, music-filled services.

Credit Courses In Religious Education
Taught by Fr. Jerome V. MacFarlin and Fr. Robert Kassanoff, 1971-1972

St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Student Chapel
403 Abbott Road
East Lansing, Michigan

ORDER OF SERVICES

Masses
Sunday on Abbott Road
8:15 - 9:15
Monday on Abbott Road
9:30 - 10:30

Confessions
Saturday: 4:00 - 5:30
Sunday: 12:00 - 1:00

Celebration of Eucharist
7:00 - 8:00

Religious Instruction
Catholics and non-Catholics interested in studying the doctrines of the Catholic church are invited to attend the following classes:

7:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Homework: 11:00 A.M.

Special Note: If you are not a Catholic, please make sure that you are the proper age to attend the classes.

St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Student Chapel
403 Abbott Road
East Lansing, Michigan

SPECIAL PICNICS: OCT. 23
SPECIAL PICNICS: OCT. 30
SPECIAL PICNICS: NOV. 6
SPECIAL PICNICS: NOV. 13
SPECIAL PICNICS: NOV. 20
SPECIAL PICNICS: NOV. 27
SPECIAL PICNICS: DEC. 4
SPECIAL PICNICS: DEC. 11
SPECIAL PICNICS: DEC. 18
SPECIAL PICNICS: DEC. 25
SPECIAL PICNICS: JANUARY 1
SPECIAL PICNICS: JANUARY 8
SPECIAL PICNICS: JANUARY 15
SPECIAL PICNICS: JANUARY 22
SPECIAL PICNICS: JANUARY 29
SPECIAL PICNICS: FEBRUARY 5
SPECIAL PICNICS: FEBRUARY 12
SPECIAL PICNICS: FEBRUARY 19
SPECIAL PICNICS: FEBRUARY 26
SPECIAL PICNICS: MARCH 5
SPECIAL PICNICS: MARCH 12
SPECIAL PICNICS: MARCH 19
SPECIAL PICNICS: MARCH 26
SPECIAL PICNICS: APRIL 2
SPECIAL PICNICS: APRIL 9
SPECIAL PICNICS: APRIL 16
SPECIAL PICNICS: APRIL 23
SPECIAL PICNICS: APRIL 30
SPECIAL PICNICS: MAY 7
SPECIAL PICNICS: MAY 14
SPECIAL PICNICS: MAY 21
SPECIAL PICNICS: MAY 28
SPECIAL PICNICS: JUNE 4
SPECIAL PICNICS: JUNE 11
SPECIAL PICNICS: JUNE 18
SPECIAL PICNICS: JUNE 25
SPECIAL PICNICS: JULY 2
SPECIAL PICNICS: JULY 9
SPECIAL PICNICS: JULY 16
SPECIAL PICNICS: JULY 23
SPECIAL PICNICS: JULY 30
SPECIAL PICNICS: AUGUST 6
SPECIAL PICNICS: AUGUST 13
SPECIAL PICNICS: AUGUST 20
SPECIAL PICNICS: AUGUST 27
SPECIAL PICNICS: SEPTEMBER 3
SPECIAL PICNICS: SEPTEMBER 10
SPECIAL PICNICS: SEPTEMBER 17
SPECIAL PICNICS: SEPTEMBER 24
SPECIAL PICNICS: OCTOBER 1
SPECIAL PICNICS: OCTOBER 8
SPECIAL PICNICS: OCTOBER 15
SPECIAL PICNICS: OCTOBER 22
SPECIAL PICNICS: OCTOBER 29
SPECIAL PICNICS: NOVEMBER 5
SPECIAL PICNICS: NOVEMBER 12
SPECIAL PICNICS: NOVEMBER 19
SPECIAL PICNICS: NOVEMBER 26
SPECIAL PICNICS: DECEMBER 3
SPECIAL PICNICS: DECEMBER 10
SPECIAL PICNICS: DECEMBER 17
SPECIAL PICNICS: DECEMBER 24
SPECIAL PICNICS: DECEMBER 31

St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Student Chapel
403 Abbott Road
East Lansing, Michigan

SPECIAL PICNICS: SEPTEMBER 25
SPECIAL PICNICS: OCTOBER 16
SPECIAL PICNICS: NOVEMBER 23
SPECIAL PICNICS: DECEMBER 20

St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Student Chapel
403 Abbott Road
East Lansing, Michigan

SPECIAL PICNICS: SEPTEMBER 25
SPECIAL PICNICS: OCTOBER 16
SPECIAL PICNICS: NOVEMBER 23
SPECIAL PICNICS: DECEMBER 20
Top Entertainers Highlight L-C Slam

WELCOME CLASS of '59
TO EAST LANSING
VISIT THE BEAUTIFUL LYCEUM THEATRE FOR AN AFTERNOON OR EVENINGS ENJOYABLE ENTERTAINMENT AND RELAXATION.

The filmed in first-run Motion Picture entertainment... Latest in sound equipment... Body-form seats for the utmost in comfort.

Late Show Every Friday
Night for That Big Date!

CENTRAL MICHIGAN'S MOST MODERN AND COMFORTABLE THEATRE

OPPOSITE THE CAMPUS

WELCOME FRESHMAN NOW
you can enjoy safety, with washdays
with WENSTINGHELE Automatic Washers

WELCOME TO EAST LANSING

And MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

WE WISH TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS OUR BEST WISHES TO THE NEW FRESHMAN CLASS AND ALL TRANSFERENTS FOR A MOST ENJOYABLE AND MEMORABLE STAY IN EAST LANSING.

HOPEING THAT WE MAY ADD TO YOUR PLEASURE, WE ARE SCHEDULING THE FOLLOWING EVENTS FOR A MOST ENJOYABLE AND MEMORABLE STAY IN EAST LANSING.

ALSO PRESENTING
LATEST WORLD NEWS EVENTS
CHOICE SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS AT MODERATE PRICES

MAY WE SERVE YOU SOON!

WELCOME TO LANSING

AND MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Economical Housing

Educational and Social Opportunities

EAST LANSING STATE BANK

BRANCH IN OKemos

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Complete Banking Service

Manotick

Boston Post

To Appear

NYC Open Call

Avalon

Michigan State Agency will open the doors of the entertainment capital this fall.

Daves, sheet music, recordings, fine jewelry, gifts, videos, books, and more.

At the pace of technology, however, admission is restricted to the fast.
Marching to Glory

MSU Bandmen Rival Griddlers

The MSU Band has been marching in a unique way to prepare for the upcoming season. The band, under the direction of Professor Harry Stambaugh, has been practicing daily to perfect their performance. The Band is scheduled to perform at the opening football game, which will be held on September 22nd. It is expected that the band will play a variety of music, including popular and classical compositions.

Like It?

Like this page? Would you like to rank it at the top of the list? You can do that by giving it a thumbs up or down. This page features the latest news from MSU, including updates on the MSU Band and other student organizations. If you have any comments or suggestions, please feel free to contact us.

Annual Speech Conclave

Introducing

WELCOME FRESHMEN

EAST LANSING
BUS STATION

We can write tickets to any point in the U.S.-From any point.

Grayhound Lines
Indian Trails
Short Way Lines
234 M.A.G.
PHONE ED 2-2813

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
LECTURE-CONCERT SERIES
1955-1956

Lectures (A and B)

Oct. 17 - Montevideo and Orchestra of England
Nov. 22 - New York City Opera Company ("La Boheme")
Dec. 20 - Santa Cecilia School of Rome
Jan. 9 - Boston Pops
Feb. 4 - Arena Kabuki Dancers of Japan
March 3 - Marion Anderson

Series B

Oct. 17 - Montevideo and Orchestra of England
Nov. 7 - Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
Nov. 22 - New York City Opera Company ("The Barber of Seville")
Feb. 7 - Tokyo Kabuki Dancers of Japan
Feb. 27 - Zima Franzoskaiti
March 7 - Blairsdorff of America
March 27 - Chicago Symphony Orchestra

World Travel Series (A and B)

Oct. 1 - Admiral Donald C. MacMillan - "Greenland and the Far North"
Oct. 4 - Irving Johnson - "Strange People, Strange Places"
Oct. 15 - Violinist - "Romantic Art Music"
Nov. 29 - Karl Smith - "Bavaria"
Nov. 29 -ヘルペルマン - "Blumen"
Nov. 30 - Bob Fitch - "Travelogue"
Dec. 7 - Fredric Christian - "River of the Northland"
Dec. 28 - Stan Ridgely - "Esoterica"
Dec. 30 - Robert C. Atkinson - "Adventures in Music"
Jan. 10 - Robert C. Atkinson - "Cello in Bachland"
Jan. 17 - Free Manhatz - "North in Europe"
Jan. 24 - Max Stein - "Lake Superior"
Jan. 31 - Ben Gross - "Lake Superior"
Feb. 14 - Karl Denson - "Andean Mysteries"
March 3 - Stan Ridgely - "Adventure in the Northwest"
March 10 - Dr. Alfred W. Burtler - "Western and Northern Australia"
March 17 - Col. John Craig - "Change in My Business Cycle"
April 7 - Olaf Peterson - "Pengiuns"
April 12 - "Bali" - "Cuba"
April 19 - Martin Smith - "Tribal" Down Towns"
May 3 - Leo Stittman - "Arctic"
May 10 - John LeVine - "Exhilaratious"

THE LANSING TYPEWRITER

COMPANY

EAST LANSING

HALD ED 7-9261

200 E. GRAND RIVER AVE.
Honorary Recognize Top Students

The Alpha Chi Omega sorority, a national organization, announces the election of its members to the honorary office of Alpha Chi Omega. The following members have been chosen: Alpha Chi Omega, Beta Theta Pi, and Phi Kappa Tau.

DELTA STREET SHUFFLE
FRIDAY, SEPT. 23, 1955
FREE REFRESHMENTS
Stag or Drag

Archy's New Hut
Welcomes you to Michigan State and invites you to enjoy dining at its best.

Over

3500 SQUARE FEET OF SHOPPING SPACE...
JUST FOR YOU!!
at CAMPUS BOOK STORE
On East Grand River Avenue
Across From the Union.

Where You'll Find:
BLANKETS, PENS,
PENCILS, PICTURE FRAMES,
ALL SIZES OF NOTEBOOKS & FILLERS,
ART PRINTS, GREETING CARDS,
GIFT WRAP, RUBBER BANDS, PAPER CLIPS,
GLUE, NOVELS, PAPER BACK BOOKS,
FOUNTAIN PENS, LAUNDRY BAGS,
STUDY LAMPS, SCRAP BOOKS, PHOTO ALBUMS,
SPORTSWEAR, TYPING SUPPLIES,
BESIDES THE REGULAR SCHOOL SUPPLIES

All specially selected
for M.S.U. Students